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ABSTRACT

The Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, area was repeatedly exposed to

sonic booms generated by a simulated schedule of supersonic transport
overflights during a period of 6 months from February to July 1964. The
schedule provided for eight sonic booms per day programed at an inten-
sity ot 1. 5 pounds per square foot (PSF) during the first portion of the
study and 2. J.PSF during the latter stages. Almost 3000 local residents .4

were personally interviewed three times during the 6-month period to
dete:rrJne the nature and extent of their reactions to the sonic booms.
Among the findings it was shown that substantial numbers of residents
reported interruptions of ordinary living activities, and some annoyance
with these interruptions, however, the overwhelming majority felt they
could learn to live with the numbers and kinds of booms experienced
during the 6-month study.
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The report of the National Opinion Resesrch Center on Comnunity
Reactions to Sonic Booms, based on tests in the Oklahoma City area from
F6ebuary to July, 1964, is a significant addition to the store of available
knowledge on this highly important subject.

In studying the sonic boom and the effects that Vould result
from the operation of supersonic transports, it is necessary to provide
expert knowledge in a number of areas, such as the aeronautical aspects
of the problem, the effects of the sonic boom on structures and on structural
materials, and in the most difficult area o6 all sonic boom problems and
where the most elusive questions lie--the public response. There is little
doubt that the more we can learn from tests -nd studies about the effects
of the boom on people, and their reactions, the better we can define and
meet these problems. There is a great need for studies in this area, and
they must be encouraged even though it is recognized there is difficulty
in devising tests that can measure adverse or acceptable puiblic responses
in a meaningful manner that will reflect the cumulative response to booms
which the population might have to face eventually with operational super-
sonic transports.

The National Opinion Research Center report is one of the most

thorough yet made on the subject. It is concerned only with the Oklahoma v
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City tests, but it is expected that it will be supplemented by reports
on future tests in other localities and under other conditions, including
night flights and the use of different types of aircraft. It will be
studied with interest by scientists and experts on humau behavior, and
will assist them in devising later studies to expand research and knowledge
in this vital area.

This report and similar ones also should be helpful in developing
design of the SST which minimum the sonic boom and any resultant adverse
public response.

The Oklahoma City sonic boom study from February 3 through
July 30, Pa64, was the first major effort anywhere in the world to determine
the nature of public reaction zo sonic boom at specified, measured levels
over a reasonably extended period of time.

At -this early stage in the development of supersonic tria.sportatiox
in a number of parts of the world, this was a most important, most. valuable
study. The description "historic" may well be accorded to it in. recognition
of t-e vast influence that transportation and technological developiment, and
their by-products, exercise over men and nations.

This Oklahoma City study also represents an approach to the
matter of sonic boom that is in the best traditions of American life.
Faced with this aspect of supersonic flight, the United States Government's
response has been twofold. A major program of technical research 'has been
mounted to examine: the nature of sonic boom- and methods of diminishing it.
At the same time, an equally determined effort has begun to determine,
simply, "How will people feel about it?"

The Oklahoma City program has been the principal public mani-
featrtion of this concern to date. This was a direct, straightforward
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:n fact, there appears to have been very little actual cause
for apprehension of property damage, in most cases during the Oklahoma
City study. This statement would remain an accurate reflection of the
Oklahoma City experience even if one were to assume for discussion purposes
that investigation led to approval of every one of the 4,530 damage claims
filed during and following the flight phase of the study, which was not
the case. It also reflects other research and experience.

Approximately 1,500 damage claims were received by the Air Force as
a result of sonic booms at an air show in Oklahoma City in 1956. The
overpressures of these low-altitude sonic booms were not ueasured, but
it is known that they were notably higher than those generated in the 1964
study program. At Edwards Air Force Base, California, an average of seven
booms is generated daily at varying overpressures. Eighteen claims of sonic
boom damage have been filed by persons in the surrounding area during
fiscal years 1964 and 1965. The area has experienced several thousand
sonic booms during this time period.

A dual requirement would appear to have been created by this
survey finding--a matter of fact and communication. Extensive structural
testing built on past research and experience, such as the recently
completed sonic boom structural response program at White Sands Missile
Range, New Mexico, will have to be conducted. Data thus gathered will
feed into design and operational requirements for the United States SSTM
This information must be communicated to the public. Such a program got
under way with the White Sands Study and plans call for it to continue in
the future.

The Oklahoma City research itself, of course, was not a structural
study- but a study of public reaction. It did, however, have structural
aspects.

Resezrch and experience prior to the Oklahoma City study, including
extensive Department of Defense experience in operation of supersonic-
military aircraft, pointed to the conclusion that structural and material
damage should not be expected at sonic boom overpressures in the 1.0 to
2.0 pound range scheduled in the program.

Test houses rented by FAA in the Oklahoma City area for instru-
mentation and observation provided a kind of structural "control" for
the study, an important safeguard in relation to property damage in the
area while at the same time recording sonic boom response data.

Test house findings and experience substantially agreed with
results of previous sonic boom research and operations. The test houses
showed no discernible damage, although the research engineers (See
"Structural Response to Sonic Booms," prepared by the Oklahoma City
engineering firms Andrews Associates and Hudgins, Thompson, Ball Associates
as part of the over-all Oklahoma City study report) did infer that
vibrations caused by sonic bomsý "accelerated hairline cracking of paint



finish at corners" and "cracking of paint finish over nailheads" in two
of the houses.

Results in the three stages of the publin opinion survey indicated
that the majority of Oklahoma Cityans who found the booms acceptable
decreased by 17 per cent during the course of the program, between the

i I first and the last interview. During this period, the scheduled overpressure
level generated by study aircraft rose from 1.5 pounds per square footS~to 2.0 pounds. The level 1.5 pounds is the maximum set for the United

States SST in cruise, during which it would be flying over populated
•reas., 2.0 pounds the maximum for the short period of transonic acceleration
at a distance of 100 to 150 miles from the departure airport. The report
finds that "most of the increase in annoyance" during this period was
caused by the increase in overpressure level rather than the length of
the program or other causes.

Should one agree that this was the case? If. so, this finding
marks a major step toward identification of the specific level of over-
pressure that may be widely acceptable. Or were there other factors?

For one thing, the Air Force F-101 aircraft, which generates a
particularly sharp-soanding sonic boom, was introduced into the progr•
during the period. This may be a key point, because indications appear

to be that characteristics of the sonic boom in addition to the quantitative
level of overpressure may be most important both in terms of public
acceptability and potential structural response. The nature of the boom
from a large supersonic plane could prove to be significantly different
from a boom of the same overpressure generated by a smaller plane such
as those used over Oklahoma City. There is evidence to indicate that the
sonic boom created by the larger SST could prove more acceptable than the
one created by the smaller supersonic aircraft. The subject will have to
be explored thrcugh flights-of the Air Force B-70.

Second, some organized opposition to the sonic bea-m study program
began to be heard as the weeks passed, and this may well have acted on the
annoyance level during the course of the study. Again, this is a variable.

Further, the scheduled overpressure level was intentionally
dropped during one period in July, and there was no apparent effect on
public zeaction as shown through the NORC survey or the telephone "complaint
center" operated dturL; the program by a local firm under contract to the
Federal Aviation Agency. What does this mean?

Or does this survey finding indicate, really, that people became
annoyed with sonic booms as a function of the time they were exposed to it--
a conclusion of especial significance in terms of supersonic airline
operations. The National Opinion R,_search Center analysts did not feel
this was the case.

xiv



How, in any event, do you determine general acceptability? How
large a majority that finds sonic booms acceptable at a particular level
would be required for the Government to judge that level acceptable to the
general public? This is another question raised by the survey. It is
a question that deals not only in overpressures and statistics, but in the
nature of decision-making in a democracy, and it also requires further
attention as we continue sonic boom study in this country and othzer
research is initiated overseas.

The report that follows, with all of its conclusions and
questions, should help point the way for the body of Government and
industry scientists, engineers, and technical administrators charged with
responsibility in this national undertaking. Much work and study remain
to be done.
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A. Research Approach

Community reactions to sonic booms wlll influence the operating character-
istics of commercial supersonic aircraft (SST). The planning of SST flight
profiles, schedules, and routes over land will depend in part on the extent to
which the general public accepts sonic booms resulting from such flights. The
National Government's recognition of this problem and its desire to have the
SST operate in a manner generally acceptable to the public interest has led to
various sonic boom research programs. Among these programs was the Oklahoma
City sonic boom study in which the community was repeatedly exposed to a
simulated schedule of SST overflights and the reactions of the public to the
sonic booms were ascertained.

A total of 1253 sonic booms were actually generated in the Oklahoma City
area over a period of six months, from February to July 1964. The intensity of
the booms was scheduled for 1.5 pounds per square foot (PSY) for most of the
study and for 2.0 PSF during the latter stage. Atmospheric conditions and
other practical problems, however, tended to reduce somewhat the actual average
intensities of the booms under the flight track to 1.13 PSF during the first
11 weeks, 1.23 1SF during the next eight weeks and to 1.60 PSIF during the final
seven weeks of the program.

Almost 3000 adults representing a scientifically selected cross section
t of local residents were personally interviewed three times during the six
4 months period to determine their reactions to the sonic booms. In addition,

careful records were kept of all complaints received by the local federal
Aviation Agency representatives. The analyses of these representative inter-
view and local records are included in this report.

1
B. Reported Overall Reactions to Sonic ooms in Oklahoma City Ar* a-

Substantial mnmbers of residents reported interferences with ordinary
living activities and annoyance with such'interruptions, but the ovewheluing
sajority felt they could learn to live with the mders and kinds of booms
experienced during the six month study.

1. Interference with Ordinary Livina Activitius

Some interferences or Interruptions of ordinary living.activities,
principally house rattles and vibrations, were reported by almoetaU1 respon-
dents. Startle and fear of booms were next in importance, being mantioned by
40% of all close residents and 30% of the more distant ones. Sleep, rest and
conversation interference were mentioned by 10-15Z of the close residents and
about 5Z of the distant residents during most of the program.

2. Annoyance with Sonic Booms

Serious or "more than a little" annoyance with sonic booms was general-
ly reported by a minority of the residents during the first and second inter-
views, but increased to a slight majority by the end of the six months program.

1



-_ .Aft•r the- _rtt .• d. 3.-I•F;. .only. 371. xe_
-7 ported serious annoyance. This increased to / annoyed when~iý th oo eve-I

rose to 1.23 PSF and to 56% annoyed when the booms averaged 1.60 PSF. This
rise in annoyance over time Ls believed due primarily to the increase in the
intensity of the sonic booms, but part of it also may be due to greater annoy-
ance with continued exposure.

3. Desires to Complain and Actual Complaints About Sonic Booms

About half of all persons seriously annoyed with the sonic booms also
Sfelt like complaining to the authorities. Only & small fraction of these actual-

ly followed through and contacted the FAA. During the first interview,
,desires to*complain about the booms were reported by only 16% of all residents.

This number increased to 23% during the second period and remained at 22% dur-
ing the final interviev. Even fewer, Uess than 5% of all residents, actually
called the ?.A.A. office during the entire six month period, Thus, only one in
every twelve annoyed persons actually expressed their feelings to the F.A.A.
complaint center.

This relatively low complaint level in Oklahoma City was due primarily to
three factors. First, there was widespread ignorance about where to complain;
70% of all respondents ezpressed such ignorance in the interview. Second,
there was a geneu~l feeling of futility in the usefulness of complaining; only
4i felt there •zi a "very good" chance of doing something about the booms, and
another 10% fek there was even a "good" chance to do something. Third, the
Sgeneral patter d complaining about local problems was l owin Oklahoma City;

only about a fourth of all people felt like complaining about a serious local
problem when they had,0 one.

4. LonA Ranse Acceptability of Sonic Booms

Respondents were asked to evaluate their own six month experience
with the sonic booms and. to report whether or not they felt they could learn
to live with eight booms a day for an indefinite period. The overwhelming ma-
jority felt they could accept the booms under these conditions. During the
first 11 weeks of the study, over 901 felt they could accept the eight daily
booms. This number dropped to 81% during the following eight weeks and to 73%
during the final seven weeks of the study. At the end of six months, about
one-fourth- of all people felt they could not learn to accept the booms.

Table I graphically summarizes the abcve major public reactions to the
sonic booms.

2



Tabl/e T •'

OVERALL REACTrIONS TO SONIC BOOM

Oklahoma City Area
February-July 1964

Percent A

Reporting

IiI IIF-I •

60

40 -37

26

,16 2 ..0.ý0 .000, I00 I 1i0

Feb. 3- Apr.20- June 15-
Apr. 19 June 14 July 25

InterferenceO''-. •Annoyance

0--'" Felt like complaining
Cannot accept booms

. .......... Actual complaints
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The range in reactions -tw sonic booms found among different types of
residents in Oklahoma City offeo guide lines on what kinds of reaction could
be expected throughout the United States. Three different basic attitudes
have- been found to affect greatly the willingness of people to accept or reject
sonic bovas. When these attitudes are favrable, they tend to create maximum
acceptability of booms, while the presence of opposite or unfavorable attitudes
produces what might be considered a minimum acceptability level. Most areas
in the U.S. would fall someuu._re in between the two extremes depending on the

-particular combination of favorable and unfavorable attitudes in a specific
coamunity.

The three favorable attitudes are:

--- a) Belief that the SST is absolutely essential to the welfare of
the United States.

b) Belief that sonic booms are unavoidable and are necessary locally.

c) Belief that sonic booms do not cause damage to persons and property.

The. effects of these attitudes on reactions of Oklahoma City residents to sonic
boom are shown below.

I. Range in Annoyance Reactions to Sonic Booms

Am oyance was reported by only 13% of all persons holding the most
favorable attitudes during the first interview. This increased as the inten-
sity of the boom increased to 26% annoyed during the second interview and
remained at 25% annoyed at the end of the study. This is considered the
minimum annoyance reaction that could be expected since it is reported by
those persons holding the most favorable attitudes. In contrast, annoyance
was reported by 57% of those persons with the least favorable attitudes during
the first period, about the same during the second period, and a maximu= of
76? relorted annoyance at-the end of six months.

Thus, at the end of the study, annoyance ranged from a minimum of 25% to a
a maxim= of 761.

2. gRane in Revorted Desires to Comolain and Actual €ojlaint• About Sonic
Booms

Practically none of the persons with the most favorable attitudes
toward booms wanted to or actually did complain. Only 2% felt like complaining
during the first period,-SZ during the second period and 4% during the final
interview. In contrast, those persons with the most unfavorable attitudes re-
port that 34% wanted to complain during the first intervie;, 39% during the
second--and 37% during the final interview. The number actually complaining
ranged from just over 1% for the most favorable to 11% for the least favorable
attitude groups. The range in desires to complain at the end of the six months
extended from a minimum of 4% to a maxiam of 37%.

4
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After six months exposure, over 900 of all persons with the most
favorable attitudes felt they could accept eight daily booms indefinitely.
Acceptability was 99? during the first interviev, but this dropped to 94? dur-
ing the second phase and finally leveled at 92? at the end of the study. The
importance of these basic sonic boom attitude diffarences is most dramatically
revealed in the reports of those with the least favwrable attitudes. Only 78?
felt they could accept the booms at the time of the .ir3t interview. This ac-
ceptability dropped sharply toý 62? aL the second pe.,od and fell further to 57 *1
at the end of this program.

Thus, the mximnum acceptability of booms was 92? and the mini=u= accepts-
' 1ility was only 57? at the end of the study.

D. Other Related Findings

1. General Factors Affecting sColaints in Oklahoma City

Residents of Oklahoma City have a very high attachment and satisfac-
'tion with their comunity. Only 3? report they dislike "many things" in their
1local areas, and 80% rate their area as an "excellent" or "good" place to live.
-This high satisfaction is coupled with general reluctance to complain about
'local problems. Only 28? of all residents felt there ties a seriout local prob-
lem and wanted to do something about the problen. Even fewee; only 10? said -

-they actually wrote or telephoned an official about it. This local asathy may
be due largely to feelings of futility in complaining. Only 12? felt complain-
1ir had even a "good" chance of accomplishing something.

2. Importance of Aviation to Oklahom Citw

Almost a third of .all Oklahoma City residents have had personal or
f4mily connectiona with the aviation industry. This extreme economic iportance
of local aviation is recognized by p4yer 75% of -all residents. It is this
general recognition of the importsrt role of local aviationubich contributed
to the generally favorable attitudes toward the SST deoelopment and, thus, to
the reported acceptance of local sonic booms., Ubether cr not residents had
direct ties with the aviation industry did not appear to bias -cheir reactions
to sonic boom. About the same proportions of tlose with rnd without direct
ties felt it was proper to complain about booms if annoyed, that the SST-iws
!Wbqrtant and that local booms were unavoidable and neceasary.

3. Imortance of Belief that Sonic Dooms Cause D.mae

Direct scientific evidence indicates that the Oklahoma City booms did
not cause any significant -damage to the local test houses, thich were -instru-
mented by the FAA to measure physical effects of boom. Large numbers of
residents, however, felt their houses had been damaged. Over 40? overall felt
this wayt, while 50? of the annoyed and 86% of the actual complainers aiso felt
this way. This clearly suggests that belief in alleged damage increased annoy-
ance and complaint activity.



4. General..eliability of Interview Responses

All indications are that re~porses in this study are highly reliable.
Most ,Lesidents had heard or read about the general FAA boom study, but only 5%
knew about the VORC personal interviews. Such a small number of knowledgeable
persons could not greatly bias the overall findings. Independent samples of
respondents, moreover, selected scientifically from Oklahoma City residents
during each interview period, likewise revealo*d no significant differences in
reactions to sonic booms. Finally, residents living in different communities
and experiencing comparable boom intensities reported almost identical annoy-
ance levels. The above and other technical tests give confidence in the re-
liability of the survey data.

5. Relation of Distance from SST Flight Track and Reactions to Sonic Boom

g�M ost-annoyance, reports of damage, desires to complain and actual
compT'aints were reported by the closest residents living 0-8 miles from flight
txack. Residents in the tiddle distance group (8-12 miles) were next in order,
followed by the- most distant residents (12-16 miles away)-vho reported the least
reaction to the sonic booms.

6. -eactinns of Urban and Rural 2omulations

No significant cifferences in reaction to booms were found between
urban and-rural residents in. the Oklahoma City area,

7. Effects of Night Boom on-Community Reactions

No direct evaluation of this factor can. be made since no night booms
were generated during the study. Sleep interference reported by daytime sleep-
ers, however, indicates that greater annoyance may be associated with sleep
interference. Further study of night booms should determine whether annoyance
with suchbooms also increwes hostile reaction to daytime booms.

-3C



UI. INTRODUCTON

Purpose of study: Cowaunity reactions to sonic booms wil' have an in-
fluence on operating charactetistics of commercial supersonic *a.. craft, par-
ticularly for planning flight profiles, schedules, and route str•tures over
land. The National Goveriment's recognition of this problem and its interest
in operating the SST in a manner acceptable to the general publil• has led to
various sonic boom research program. Among these programs was the Oklahoma
City sonic boom study designed to provide a measure of the degree of comunity
acceptance of sonic booms of varying intensities and to provide additional in-
formation which might assist SST managers and operators in making decisions re-
garding commercial supersonic operations.

Selection of test site: The metropolitan area of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
was selected for study of ca-nity reactions to sonic booms because of ay
features favorable to such a study. Among them vere some previous son!e'om
experience, military ,and civilian propeller and jet operations, no irregular
topographic features, structures and buildings of various types and .4es, test
aircraft staging area, as well as other technical characteristics c-9isidered
necessary for the accomplishment of the program.

Flight schedule-. The overall study program prbvided for a carefully si3u-
lated SST flight operation. Eight: supersonic flIghts per day, during a six
month period, were flown regularly during the morning and early afteraoon over
a predetermined flight track. The sonic booms thus generated were programmed
at a given intensity by controlling the o p erations of the aircraft. The actual
intensity or overpressure level of the boom was measured by engineers at various
locations on the ground.

The flight track wa.s established to crosstdensely populated areas, both,
urban and rural, both newly developed and established comunities. Since the
calculated overpresaures-diminish as a function of lateral distance from the
flight- track, the populated areas were stratified so that three different boom
stimulus groups would be obtained. The boom intensities were approximately
equal within each distance group.

Features of Boos Test: The full study program included the eatablishment
of an FAA complaint center to receive any public responses, complaints or re-
ports of damage, the evaluation by engineers of any alleged damage, and the
instrumentatioii of test structures in the area and their controlled observa-
tion of any boom damage by engLneers. The program also provided a public in-
foration program designed -to. explain the :purposes of the study and the charac-
teristics of sonic booms.

Sample Design: A representative sample of adult -esidents -from all, com-
munities was selected from each of the three distance groups, up to 8, nles -from
flight track, from 8-12 miles and from 12-16 miles from flight or ground track.
These same adult respondents were personally interviewed three times during the
six month period. The first interview occurred after 11 weeks of boom exposure,
the second after eight more weeks of booming and the last after six more weeks
of booms.

7



Interview desilg: The interview did not at any time reveal the purpose of
the study but was described as a broad comnity survy of how people felt about
living in their areas. Questions about overall attitudes toward all kinds of
local problems were included as well as specific probes about knowledge, beliefs,
attit-,des and reactions to the sonic boom exposures. Since the boom study was
widely publicized, the respondent usually mentioned it voluntarily before direct
questions were asked about it.

OrSanization of .40RC report: This report will be structured primarily
around the following four types of operationally defined comunity reactions:

1) Interference or the extent to which boom are reported as interfer-
ing with selected living activities.

2) Annoyace or the extent to which feelings of annoyance result from
these Interference.s.

3) Calaints_ or the extent to which people feel like and actually do
complain about the booms.

4) Lonx range acceptance or the extent to which people feel they can
accept sonic boons over an indefinite period of tine.

All of these reactions :will be rela ted' to the measured differences in over-
pressure levels as determined by the distance of each resident's dewelling
from the ground track of the sonic boom flight.

This report is ete first of two dozusents which will comprise the .I0RC
Final Report. It contains only the major findings of the study. The second
document, to be available in the near future, will be such more detailed and
complete.

8



1Ii. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ACTUAL SONIC BOOM EXOURES

Scheduled overpressures: During the first three weeks of the sonic boom
study, the scheduled overpressure was increased gradually fron 1.0 to 1.5 pounds
per square foot (PSF), and from one per day to eight per day. From the fourth
week to about the nineteenth week, this schedule of eight 1.5 PSF boonis was
maintained. During the last seven weeks of the study the scheduled overpressure
was increased to 2.0 PSF, but the frequency was kept at eight per day. Table 2
presents a sumary of actual measurements of sonic boom levels. The generally
lower than calculated overpressure levels were due to atmospheric effects and
other operational factors.

Actual overpressures first 11 weeks: During the first 11 weeks of the
program, half of the booms measured only 1.13 PSF or less at the closest areas,
up to 8 miles from ground track. Only 16% of the booms measured as much as
the scheduled level of 1.5 PSF, and only 2% measured as much rs 2 PSF or more. T

Dwellings 8-12 miles distant from the ground track and those 12-16 miles aiay
experienced somewhat lower overpressure levels. The middle distance area had
50% of its booms at only 0.8 PSF or less, while the distant ares reported half
at 0.65 PS! or less.

Actual overpressures remitindir of study: During the second time period
(April 20-June 14) the actual overpressure levels were increased a little so
the median values rose to 1.23 PS? for the 0-8 mile Stoup, 1.10 for the middle
group and .85 for the distant group. During this period only 3 out of 10 booms
reached the scheduled 1.5 PSF at the closest areas. Only during the third._phase
of the study did the actual boom level in the close areas reach 1.5 PSF in 60%
of the occurrences, while the scheduled 2.0 PSF was achieved in only 22% of the
time.

It is interesting to note that the actual boom level for the closest areas
during the first period is about equal to the level of the second distance
grcup in the second time period and the third distance group during the third
time period. As we shall see in Table 6, annoyance reactions were almost .q,,*l
during these comparable boom stimulus exposures. This gives confidence to the
reliability of the interview reports.
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Table 2

ACTUAL MEASUREMENTS OF SONIC BOOK OVE•PRESSURES
BY DISTANCE FROK (2&0 TRACK

Oklahoma City Area

February-July 1964

A. Median Overpressures

Miles from Ground Track
No. 0-8 8-12 12-16

Time Period Weeks Overpressure (PSF) Overpressure (PSF) Overpressure (PSF)

Feb. 3-April 19 11 1.13 0.80 0.65

April 20-June 14 8 1.23 1.10 0.85

June 15-July 25 6 1.60 1.35 1.00

B. Frequency of Occurrence of Proaramed Overpressure Le'els (PSF);

Miles from Ground Track
0-8 8-12 12-16

Time Period Weeks 1.5(PSF 2.001SF) l.5(MSF) 2.0(SF) 1.5(1SF) 2.0(PSF)

Feb. 3-Apr. 19 11 167. 2. 67. 17. 2%. 07.

April 2O0June 14 8 30 9 25 8 10 2

June 15-July 25 6 60 22 40 15 21 7
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IV. PERSONAL IYERVTEW F)INGMS

A. Number and Type of Intervieos

Completed Interviews: The actual number of interviews completed in this

study is sumnarized in Table 3. Almost 3000 adults were interviewed in all three
time periods. About 300 persons who were interviewed in the first period were
away, moved or could not be reached during the second or third time periods.
Very few actually refused to be interviewed, An analysis of the initial re-
sponses of these 283 incomplete interviews reveals no significant differences
from the answers of the 2852 complete interviews, indicating that very little
bias was introduced by failure to secure these missing interviews.

Face-to-face and telephone interviews: It will also be noted that 745 of
the first interviews were conducted by telephone and 2390 face-to-face. A care-
ful comparison of answers by these two groups indicates no significant differ-.
ences in response. Consequently, these two groups are merged in the tables
that follow.

Urban-rural interviews: It is also of interest that a systematic study
of answers by comparable urban and rural residents reveals no significant dif-
ferences with regard to the sonic boom reactions. Consequently, these groups
are also combined for the sumary presentation of findings.

Control over bias In repeated interviewing: During the second and third-
interview periods different independent random samples of about 200 adults
were interviewed each tLae to test for possible interview" effezts. The fact
that each respondent had already been isterviewd could affect his second and
third interview responses. A careful co.ioarison of answe'rs reveals no signifi-
cant differences between the regular saple and the special control samples,
thus further supporting our confidence in the regular survey findings.

Inmportance of public information: One other characteristic about the
smmple of respondents is important for consideration before findings are pre-
sented. Extensive local and national publicity openly stressed that the sonic
booms were part of a test of human tolerance of t1:.booms. It was further em
phasized that a major consideration in whether the government would support the
continued development of an SST was whether the local population indicated it
could accept the booms. Soon after the start of the booms, some groups organiz-
ed to stop the booms and to encourage complaints, while others urged acceptance
of the booms and sought to discourage complaints.

Controlling for possible bias: It has been found in other research that
when respondents are aware of the purpose3 of the interview and feel that their
answers may affect some administrative actions in which they have a personal
interest, there is the possibility that answers will be slanted by the respon-
dents to achieve the desired administrative actions. Since the object of this
research was not to measure the biases of Oklahoma City residents per se, but
to try to use their answers as representative of other comunities in the
United States, a special effort was made to measure and control for these pos-
sible biases. Special questions were included in the interviews to measure tb
extent to which respondents actually were aware of the purposes of the sonic

11



4ooms- hadk heardA ofte NOC study, were connected with the FAA nr the aviation
industry, and whether or not they felt people should complain about the bom
if they were annoyed by them.

S Heard of purposes: Almost 70% of all residents said they were aware of
J the purposes of the sonic boom tests at the time of the first interview. This

S! knowledge did result in initially reported higher acceptance of the booms, but
by the second and third interviews, the reported acceptance rates were about
the same.

Heard of NOMC study: Only 5% of the respondents said they knew about the
NOIC study before they were interviewed. Such a small knowledgeable group
could not greatly bias the overall findings, and it can be concluded that the
public release of an announcement about NORC did not greatly affect the study.

Direct connections to the. aviation industry: About one-third of all
residents had direct ties with the aviation industry, but such connections do
not appear to have biased reactions to the sonic booms. Those with direct
ties we-e more knowledgeable about the purpases of the tests, but were about
tb.- same as persons with no aviation connections with respect to other major
sox~c boom attitudes and reactions. About the same proportions felt people
should complain about booms if annoyed (71% vs. 727.). Likewise, almost equal
numbers believed the SST was important (65% vs. 62%), and that local booms were
necessary (45% vs. 42%). Finally, at the end of the stuidy, almost the same
numbers reported annoyance with the booms (53% vs. 50%).

Belief in appropriateness of complaint: About 29M of all residents felt
it was improper for a person to complain even if he was annoyed. Such an at-
titude casts suspicion on the validity of such a person's own interview re-
sponses on sonic booms. T'ere i- a strong possibility that negative reactions
which may be felt are not reported. This seems to be the case, since reports
of interference, annoyance, desires to complain are lower for persons who feel
complaining is improper than for those who feel people should complain if an-
noyed. Consequently, to remove the possible bias from the major findings, it
was decided to eliminate the answers of these biased respondents from the
analyses of this report, but to include them as a separate group in the more
comprehensive part II of the full report. Thus, the major findings are con-
fined to reports by 2033 respondents.

,1
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Table 3

INTERVIEWS COMPLETED

Oklahoma City Area

February-July 1964

Totals

First interviews completed. . . . . . . . . . 335

Face to face.. .. . . .. .. 2390
Telephonie ............ 745

Less: Incompletes-Second Interview. . . . . . - 125

Face to face .... .. .... 96

Telephone ....... ............ 29

Second interviews completed . . . . . . . . . 3010

Less: Incompletes-Third interview . . . . . . - 158

Fact to face . ......... 122
Telephone ......... 36

Third interviews completed ............ . . 2852

Plus: Control sample-second interview . . . . 197
Control sample-third interview . ... 199

Total interviews completed. . . . . . . . . . 9393

13
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B. Some Basic Characteristics of the Oklahoma City Area

Local Problems: In order to Judge fairly the reactions to sonic booms, it
is necessary to get a brief overall picture of Oklahoma City's general attitudes
and actions with respect to all kinds of local problems. In general, local
residents have a high attachment to their communities. Over 8 out of 10 rate
their area as an excellent or good place to live, with almost half giving an
excellent rating. Only 3 out of 100 report many things they dislike abouttheir residential environments. When asked to name the one thing disliked most,
traffic danger was reported most frequently by 12.4% of all persons, with al-
most an equal number (12.07) spontaneously mentioning sonic booms. Third in
importance was inadequate transportation, mentioned by 8.6% of all residents.
Almost one-third refused to mention any serious dislike, so that of those
actually mentioning a serious dislike, almost one in five mentioned sonic booms.

General pattern of complaining: Few people in Oklahoma City feel like
complaining when they believe they have a local problem. When those residents
mentioning the one thing .disliked most were asked if they ever felt like doing
anything about their serious dislike, only 28% said they felt like doing some-
thing; 72% were completely pcssive.

As expected, even fewer, or only 10%, said they actually followed through
and wrote or telephoned an official, and only about 3% signed a petition. As
we shall see in Table 10, this low general complaint potential or desire to
complain, partially explains the level of complaints about booms. A further
explanation of low complaints is revealed by the feeling of futility about
complaining. Only four out of 100 felt the chances of doing something about
their problem were "very good," while only an additional eight out of 100 said
the chances were even "good."

C. Reported Overall Reactions to Sonic Booms in Oklahoma City Area

Special problems in middle distance areas: Before discussing the findings
a further word of explanation should be made about the 8-12 mile distance group.
While over 90% of those residing in the 0-8 mile zone also work in the same
close zone, only 547 of the 8-12 mile residents also work in the middle zone.
Most of the others who live in the middle zone work in the close, 0-8 mile zone.
An analysis of responses showed the cross-zone commuters had a higher annoyance
and complaint response than the "stay-at-home" workers and this was obscuring
differences between the 0-8 and 8-12 mile zones. Consequently, in computing
the total responses for the area, .ll persons answering boom questions are in-
eluded, but in showing differences by miles from ground track only those per-
sqns V-26 work and reside in the middle zone are included. As a result the
number of respondents for the three distance zones do not add to the total
number of resp'-ndents. A fuller picture of all respondents will be shown in
part 11 of the report.

1. Reports of Interference

-As- already mentioned, all respondents were divided into three groups
according to the distance of their homes from the ground track. Table 3 shoved
the actual differences in the physical overpressure levels of the sonic booms
in these distance groups. Table 4 shows the corresponding reports of inter-
ference by the booms.

14
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Types of interferenc2: Some interference is reported by practically all
-- esidenta.. .A1,mnat .Qn~ast -n4 ifl. ,rivnnn. r~rnnr*- .hnknnp. _rAi,_1-_ acJn&d.r brulhrmnna. _A*

the most frequent interference caused by booms. Being startled is next in
importance, followed by sleep, rest interference and communications interference.
Overall, reports of house rattles remains fairly stable during the first two
time periods, especially in the close areas, but rises a little during the third
and final interview period. Only in the distant areas are 4% less house rattles
reported during the final interview. It should be noted that more sleep and
rest interruptions are also reported at the end of the study than at the begin-
ning.

Distance groups: While the responses by the first and second distance
zones were not greatly different during the first interview, at the time of the
third interview, when the actual differences in sonic boom levels were greater,
the first zone residents clearly reported more interference than the middle or
distant areas. The distant 12-16 mile group consistently reported less inter-
ference than the other distance groups, forming a gradient of response with the
most intense interference reported by the closest areas and the least inter-
ference reported by the farthest areas.

2. Reports of Annoyance

Intensity of annoyance: Most residents are not seriously annoyed by
the booms. Only those-people reporting "more than a little annoyance" are in-
cluded as significantly or seriously annoyed. An additional 21% report a
"little" annoyance with house rattling and another 107. report a "little" annoy-
ance with being startled. To be conservative in our projections, however, these
little annoyance reports are excluded from Table 5 as not very serious.

Type of interference: Only about one in three persons who report house
rattles in the first interview period, also report more than a little annoy-
ance with this interference. About half of those sho report being startled
in period one, however, report a.re than a little annoyance. If people also
report other kinds of interference, most of them also consider it a serious
annoyance. The rank-ordering of annoyances is the same as for the interferences,
with one-third reporting serious annoyance with rattles, followed by one-fifth
annoyed by being startled, and less than 107. reporting annoyance with sleep or
rest interference, and 5% with interruption of conversation or radio and TV
listening.

intensity of booms: Annoyance increased steadily over the six month period.
While reported interferences were stable during the first two periods and in-
creased only a little in the last period, annoyance increases steadily from the
first to the third interview. At the final interview over half of all persons
were more than a little -annoyed by house rattles, and 28% "-ith being-startled.
This is believed primarily due to the increase in intensity of the booms.

Distance groups: Annoyance reports of the middle distance group are only
a little less than the close areas during the first interview, but the differ-
ences become significantly greater during the second and third periods. In all
periods, the most distant areas report less annoyance than the close or middle
areas, thus forming a gradient of annoyance response by distance from ground
track. It should be noted that even in the distant areas annoyance increases
over time as the intensity of the boom increases.

16
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gSaphically presented in Table 6. Interference is defived as the most fre-
quently nmntioned act•iIty which is Interfered with, namely house rattle; while
annoyan=e U defined at more than a little annoyance with any type of interfer-
ence. As can be seen, .reports of interference are always much greater than
annoyance, although the proportion of annoyance to interference incr.-aset-
steadily ovea time. At the ,final interview, 58% of all close area residents
report more- than a little annoyance with booms.

Coasariaon of annoyance under equal boom intensity: As reported earlier
in the disceussion of Table 2, the actual boom levels for the following groups
were comarable: the 0-8 mile group during the first period; the 8-12 mile
group during the, second period, and the 12-16 mile group during the third
period. If we compare the annoyance levels of these groups we find all practi-
cally alike -- 38% for the 08 mile group, compared to 37% for the middle dis-
tance, and 36% for the distant gioup. Likewise the .boom level of the 0-8 mile
group during the second period was almost the same as the intensity of booms
in the middle distance during the third period, and a glance at Table 6 reveals
that 46% in both groups report more than a little annoyance. These comparisons
suggest that most of the increase in annoyance over time is primarily due to
the incretse in boom levels rather than to cumulative growth in annoyance
with ithe same bo-ims.

3.- Reports of Damage by Son-ic Booms

Eftent of alleged damaae." One of .he most important variables influ-
encing, people's annoyance and cqplaint potential appears to be their belief
that sonic boces have damaged 6ae#t homes. The relationship of such :eports
of damage and annoyance and complaint_* wi-ll be shown later. Table 7 merely
shows the numbers of people vho feel that some damage has resulted from the
,booms. Overall almost four cut of 10 feel they sustained some damage from the
boome during the six montl: period. About half of these people reported damage
occurring only once during the study; 6% during the first period, another 6%
during the second period, and 8% during the last period. Seven percent felt
they had sustained damage durinýg all three periods and another 11% felt. they
had experienced damage during mOD of the tbree periods. The number reporting
alleged damsge during each interview remained about the same, 2-3%.

As can be seen in Table 7, the three dist"ace zones form a gradient of
damage reports, with 46Z reporting some damage in the close areas, 36% iti the
middle distance and only 17% in the distant 12-16 mile zone.

Actual reports of damage to F¥A: It should also be ethasized that only
a fraction of those who felt their property had been damaged by the booms
actually reported it to the FAA center. Roughly, only one in eight persons
who reported damage on the interview, actually informed the FMA of their al-
leged damage, In part this low level of follow-through may be Jue to the wide-
spread ignorance of there to complain. In answer to a direct question, "Do you
happen to know uhere to call if you want to complain about the booms?" only 30%
actually knew where to call. Another possible reason may have been th2 feeling
that the amount of effort required to complain was greater than the possibil-
ities of achieving something useful.
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Table 7

"NUMBER OF REPORTS OF DAMAGE BY SONIC BOOMS
BY DISTANCE FROM GROUND TRACK

) Oklahoma City Area

February-July 1964

Miles from Ground Track

Number DamaIe Reports Total* 0 - 8 8 - 12 12 - 16hr r amg Rpot

INumber of respondents 2033 1048 352 337

Three ...... . . ... 7% 87 87 1%

1 ............. 1 15 7 5

One ............. 20 23 21 11

Some ............. .... 38 46 36 17

SNone .............. . 62 54 64 83

* Includes only persons who feel people should complain if annoyed.
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4. Reports of desires to complain and actual complaints about sonic booms

Desire to complain: Each respondent was asked directly -whether or
not he even felt like doing something to stop or reduce the booms. Only 167.
overall felt like doing something in the first period. This rose to 23% during
the second interview and remained at 22% during the final interview. Thus, while
about 607. were more than a little annoyed at the end of the study, only about
one in three annoyed persons felt like complaining; or to put it another way,
for every person who felt like complaining, there were two others who were sig-
nificantly annoyed and did not feel like complaining.-

Actual complaints: As we shall see in Table 10, only one out of four who
felt like complaining actually did, or in terms of annoyance, only one in 12
who was seriously annoyed actually complained. This ratio enables the admin-
istrator to guage the size of the "silent annoyance" from the number who
actually registered ccmplaints. Table 8 summarizes the readines's of residents
to complain about the booms, or the complaint potential.

Distance areas: As can be seen in Table 8, the areas close to the flight
track report the highest desires to complain followed in 6cder by the middle
and distant areas. This pattern is consistent with the gradient cf responses
already reported on interference and annoyance. Z - I

Calls to FAA: Very few residents actually called the FAA complaint center.
Less than five out of every 100 residents said they called the FAA at some time
during the study. The closest areas report the highest actual complaints, fol-
lowed by the middle and distant areas. About 20% of all complainers said they
called more than once and this tallies with an independent analysis of actual
com3plaints received by the FAA center. In fact, if the complaint rates reported
in Table 9 are extrapolated to the total estimate of 179,000 families living in
the Oklahoma City area affected by the booms, the estimate of total calls
amounts to about 13,000 calls compared to the actual recorded number by AA of
12,400. This close agreement further confirms the accuracy of the interview
reports. Table 9 presents a summary of actual reported complaints.

Boom complaints compared to general complaints: The magnitude of the sonic
boom complaints should be compared to the general level of complaining about any
serious local problem in order to achieve a valid perspective. T.oble 10
graphically presents these comparisons. As described previously L- Section 3,
only 28% of those with a serious problem generally felt like doing something
about it, and only 10% actually followed through -- a ratio of 1:3, actual to
potential behavior. In the case of booms, 22% (a little less than the general
level) felt like complaining, -hile only 5% actually did, a ratio of about 1:4,
actual to potential. Thus we see the complaint behavior about booms is some-
u-bat less than the generally expected cozplaint level in the Oklahoma area. By
distance groups, the relation of actual boom complaints to potential :s highest
in the close areas, about 1:4. dropping to 1:5 in the middle area and to 1:11
in the distant areas.

5. Long Range Acceptability of Sonic Booms

Knowledge of test duration: The FAA boom test was publicized as a
sir. month program,' and almost four out of 10 actually knew this duration:at the
first interview. Almost all respondents knew that the booms wr.1d end after-
July, when asked about it on the last interview. Since the SST in actual corn-
mercial use would be expected to fly indefinitely, a question was added toward
the end of each interview to measure expectations of indefinite boom exposure
and self-appraisals of adaptation.
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Table 8

COMPLAIAT POTENTIAL FOR BOOMS - PERSONS FELT LIKE COMPLAINING

Oklahoma City Area

February-July 1964

Percent

Felt Like
Complaining

50

30

23

IsI

10

Feb. 3- Apr. 20- Juine 15-
Apr. 19 June 14 Jully 25

oTotal

O-ý--O-8 miles
Q0ý 8-.12 miles
:o.. ..12-16 miles
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Table 9

NUMBER OF ACTUAL REPORTED CO'MPL&IN'S ABOUT BOOMS
BY DISTANCE FROM GROUND TRACK

Oklahoma City Area

February-July 1964

Miles from Ground Track

Number Actual Complaints Total 0-a 8-12 12-16 1
Number of respondents 2033 1048 648 337

Three . . . . . . . . . .77. 1.0Z .3% .3%

Two ........... .... 1.2 1.7 .6 .3

One, ............... . . . 3.0 3.8 3.1 .6

Some . . . ........ 4 . 9  6.5 4.0 1.2 i

None . . . . 95.1 93.5 96.0 98.8

*Includes only persons who feel people should complain if annoyed.
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Table 10

COMPAtXSON OF GENERAL AND BOOM COMPIAINT POTENTIALS

Oklahoma City Area
February-July 1964

Percent
Reporting General Complaint Boom Complaint5o- I • I I IJ

40

31

242

200

10 10
1,0 -- 6 00

0\

0 I I iI I I i nh

Total 0-8 8-12 12-16 Total 0-8 8-12 12-16

Miles from Ground Track

0-0 Felt like complaining
0-0 Actually complained
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Table 11

REPORTED ABILITY TO ACCEPT EIGHT BOONS PER DAY

Oklahoma City Area
February-July 1964

Percent
Very Likely

or Might Accept

/00
1 95
, 0

90 9

SW7 5

70 0

71

60

Feb.3- Apr. 20- June 15ý-

Apr. 19 June 14 July 25

.Total
O----o-s miles

]-----.8-12 miles
0-25 -'12•16 mites

25
_____ ____ _______________________________________________I______-



Trend in acceptability: Expectation of adapting to the booms declined as
l-kc V%:L~ _ft gA Ihr3~'-in.4wfyamaA. A22v-4rA2&Ikx .4 ,n ~i.rnnnth. rwjar,1M Uh~ip niutma1ll

91% felt they very likely or might accept eight bocxs a day like those experienc-
ed during the first interview, this rate drops to 81% during the second inter-
view and 73% during the final interview. Thus, over one out of every four resi-
dents felt he could not put up with eight 1.5 PSF booms per day (scheduled at
2.C PSF).

Distance areas: The gradient of response by distance group is seen again
with 86% of the 12-16 mile group compared to 71% of th, closest 0-8 mile group
reporting ability to accept the R.5 PSF booms.

In the succeeding sections the im•portance of several intervening variables
on boom reactions will be discussed. ThNese variables are subject to change by
administrative programs and success in appropriate administrative actions
could significantly increase the acceptability of sonic booms.

D. Effects of Belief in Importance of a Supersonic Transport and Feelings
About the Absolute Necessity of Having Local Booms on Reactions to Sonic
Booms

Approach for projection of Oklahoma City responses: The previous section
presented the overall reactions of Oklahoma City residents to the sonic booms.
Not all Oklahoma City residents obviously felt alike or reacted the same way
toward the booms. Some of their attitudes tended to increase acceptability of
booms and others tended to decrease adjuztment toward the booms. A knowledge
of those variables. which facilitate adjustment will be helpful to SST managers
it projecting the Oklahoma City overall responses to other cousunities through-
out the United States. The particular combination of favorable and unfavorable
attitudes will not be the same in all comunities, and by knowing the range in
reactions related to these attitudes, the effects on sonic boom reactions can
be estimated from new combinations of basic attitudes. The range in reactions
also suggest the expected maximm and minimum levels of reaction to the booms.

Two basic attitudes: The two attitudes which will be discussed first are
belief in the absolute necessity of having an SST and belief that local booms
are ,unavoidable add necessary in Oklahcma City. These attitudes, which might
be influenced by proper public information programs, are extremely important in
influencing reactions of annoyance, complaint. and long range acceptability of
booms. In the tables that follow, it will be shown that favorable attitudes
toward the SST and local booms establishes a minirmum expected level of comunity
annoyance and complaint, while negative attitudes set a maxiumm level of non-
acceptability.

The overall Oklahoma City reactions discussed above are a product of
generally favorable attitudes of a given magnitude found among local residents.
With even more successful public information programs directed to more specific
goals, however, an even more favorable overall response might be expected.

Importance of SST: Toward the end of the first interview r,11 persons were
asked, "As you probably know the recent booms around here are lprt of a govern-
ment development program of a new airplane that will fly about 2000 miles an
hour. Do you feel it is absolutely necessary for our country to have such a
civilian plne, do you feel it is probably necessary, or do you feel it is not
necessary?" About a third of all people in Oklahoma City felt it was absolutely
necessary, an almost equal, numher felt it was probably necessary, and a like
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.fuxnber that It was nor np-,ru-aam nr- Aj A.r-s- lemmi- .f itws eesay
out of three were favorably disposed to the SST.

All those who did not answer absolutely necessary, were also asked the
following question, "As you may know, the French, British, and the Russians are
already building a couuercial supersonic airplane. If these couucries have
such a plane, would you feel it absolutely necessary for Americans to make one
too, would it probably be necessary, or would it not be necessary?" About 60%
felt it was absolutely necessary to have an SST in such circumstances, and an
additional 22% thought it was probably necessary -- further revealing the favor-
able attitudes of local residents.

1. Feelings About the Necessity of Local Booms

Relationship of two attitudes: The- striking relationship between a
favorable attitude toward the SST and feelings about the necessity of local
booms is shown in Table 12. As will be seen, the latter attitude is crucial
in shaping tolerance of the boom.

Overall, the relationship of these attitudes Is practically the same In
all distance groups. About three-fourths of all pexcsons who feel the SST is
absolutely necessary also feel local booms are necessary (during the first in-
terview). As the incensity of the booms increases, feelings about the neces-
sity of local booms drops to 55%. Those who feel the SST is probably necessary
start with 57% believing local booms are nacessary and drop to 447. by the end
of six months. In sharp contrast, those who feel the .SST is not necessary or
are uncertain of its necessity, only 29% say the local 'boom are necessary dur-
ing the first interview and even less, only 19%, feel foavorable about local
booms at the end of July.

2. Reports of Annoyance

Range in annoyance: The combination of belief in importance of the
SST and necessity of local booms provides the maxim- favorable effect on annoy-
ance with booms. Overall, and in each distance group, those who feel the SST
is absolutely necessary and local booms are also necessary report the lowest
annoyznce. Conversely, those who feel the SST is not necessary and that local
booms are not necessary report the maximum annoyance. For example, overall
only 13% of those with the most favorable attitudes are more than a little an-
noyed during the first interview, increasing to only 25% at the end of the
study. In contrast, those with the least favorable attitudes start with 57%
more than a little annoyed and end with 76% more than a little annoyed (three
times greater than the most favorable attitude group).

Distance areas: Even in the closest 0-8 mile group, those with the most
favorable attitudes toward the SST and feelings ai1-dt necessity of local booms
report only 30% are more than a little annoyed at the end of the study 'owm-
pared to 81% for the least favorable attitude Skoup. If more people caa be
convinced of the importance of the SST and of the unavoidability of locaZ booms,
the total annoyance undoubtedly would be reduced to close to the 25Z -kevei
-shown in Table 13.
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Table 12

REOR.TD BELIEF IN THE ABSOLUTE NECES.SITY OF CCAL BOOK.S
BY BELIEF IN THE NECESSITY FOR DEVELOPING AN SST

Oklaboma City Area
Percent February-July 19K4
Report- Believe SST Believe SST Believe SST

ing Asoluely Wece~ssry Probably Necessary Probabl y-ot Necessary

74

70 .65

""55 57
50 451

30 • , ,29

74
70 73. -63

£56

50 11 47

41

a, 30 26

S22 19

2 10 -

7 74" 70- 65
u ~60 s

585

505 S! 4 2

30 25

10E

77
70 -

W 60 53

50-

• • •33
30 L= 27

10-
i Feb. 3-April 19

E3 ,April 20-June- 14
0 Junee 15-3uly 25
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Table 13

REPORTED VfORE THAN A LITTLE AMIOANCE WITH Dooms
BY BELIEF IN NECESSIMY FOR DEVELOPING AN SST AIM NZECESSITY OF HAKIMG BOOKS LOCALLY

Oklahaza City Area

HlsPercent Febr ary-.)uly 1964

From Rpr- Believe SST Believe SST Believe SST
Track in Absolutely Necessary Probably Necessary Probably Not Necessary

Total 76.'

636
%% ,I,"IiSiM 6

50- 44 ' 44 54 55

32""" 332
22~ 26 25 21~ 27 ~4

133

0
88

0-8 040

66364"

50~~ 4 ' 446 a~~ 60

38 8. 46
34&%%- 38 4

8-12 387

00

64 6 -0

61,, 56 40 6
46 O" 47 5 8690-.

34~ 3 ~42 51

50] S4 33E 30 3 32 31

25 141

12-16 I

551 59
3 6 fl48S~ 37 40.,,. 47

so 0 0833 Vt 4* 4

22 9011 4 20 23 19 24 1

12 121-ý 2 12-' 2

Feb..3- Apr.20- June 15- Feb.3- Apr.20- June 15- feb.3- Apr. 20- Juhae 15-
Apr.19 June 14 July 25 Apr.19 June 14 Jul~y 25 Apr.19 June 14 July 25

29 - -- Local Boo~s Necessary
ititistarLocal Booms Not: Necessar~y
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3., Desires. to Commlain-About-Booms

Range in desire to coMp1ain'. The relationship of these favorable
attitudes and the complaint potential or desire to complain about the booms
is shown in Table 14. The same pattern of reactioas is observed. Wh)'le the
most favorable attitude group reports that only 2-4% even feel like complaining,
the least favorable group reports 34-37% feel like complaining. In the closest,
G 0-8 mile group, the range for these contrasting groups at the end of the study
1i from 3% to 42%.

4. Long Range Acceptability of-Sonic Booms

Range in acceptability: The long range e.zpectat!ons of adaptability
to the booms follows a direct relationship to -the favorable attitudes toward the
SST and the local booms. The most favorable group more often feels they can
live with the booms, while the least favorable less often say they can tolerate
them. Table 15 presents this range of responses. While 92% of the zos& favor-
ebie group, at the end of the study feel they can live with the boom, only 57%
of -tht least favorable say they can adapt to it.

Importance of necessity-of local booms: As can be seen, the group which
feels the absolute necessity of the SST is not too different from those iko
only feel the SST is probably necessary. Whether or not they feel local booms
are necessary appears to be more important in influencing long range adapta-
tion to booms. Of course, as we have seen, the extent to which the SST is con-
sidered necessary strongly influences feelings about the necessity of local
booms. The next section will examine the effects of feelings about necessity
of local booms and annoyance, complaints and long range adaptability.

S. Effects of Feelings about Nece sity of Local Booms and-"_More Than a Little"

Annoyance on Reactions t__Booms

1. Reports of Annoyance

Trends in annoyance: Respondents were grc;uped into four basic
categories to study the changes over time of basic boom effects. First, they
were divided by whether or not they felt local booms were necessary at the end
of the study, .then they were subdivided further into whether or not they were
mor-- than a little annoyed by booms at the end of -the study. Table 16 shows
the trend in feelings of annoyance for these analytical groups.

Decreases in annoyance: Almost one in -five respondents who were in-
itially annoyed by the booms can be consideted as having adjusted to then by
the end of the study. Overall, if a person ends the study feeling that local
bcoos are necessary and is not annoyed .vith the booms, then only 12% of these
respondents report they were more than a little annoyed during the first inter-
view, and 10,% during the second interview.

Increases in annoyan2ce: In contrast, of those who end up feeling local
booms are not necessary and are annoyed, almost half were not annoyed at the
first interview and-became annoyed as the intensity of the booms increased.
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Table 14

RIPOtTED CcMPIAnr POIDUTIAL WITH DO

Oklahoma C~ity Area
Februuy-luly 1964

Frlem Selieve SSTr Believe WST Believe SST

TakAbsolutely Fecessary Probably Necessary Probably Not Necessary

Total 40-9 37

24 3 1

201 -' 30 Is V4
i"12 13214

-~ 10" 8

0- 40- 3 S 0" 41

8 40-} - 34-

25 2 !iwfuusa2

20 211~.0t~" - 2 17 1814 17k
0-0" 13 1

6101

3 d**~

2 3f 30

2

13 1- I1.
6 4 -3 7"-

12-16 40-

18 
"21

12 ] I-

Apr.19 June 14 July 25 Apri.19 June 1l. Jully 25 Apr.19 June 11 Julj 25

31 --- oa oo eesr



Table 15

REPORTED ABILIT TO &CC"M" EIGHT BOONS PER DAY
BY ZELIEF IN NECESSIT FOIL DEVELOPING KR SST

AND NECESSITY .O MAXflI DOOMS LOCALLY
Okilabona. City Area

I Pibruaxy-July 1964

Miles Believe SST Believe SST Believe SST
FI rom Absolutely Nccessary Probably Necessary Probably Not Necessary
Track__________ __

Total 90 93 95, 904 9 6'~ 88

1 7 87
701I

70 68

so 99- 9 0 6
0-8 98s.9

90 89386 9- --%......

7879 83

Wg 777,sg
70

6563

6 -3
50 8

9?-0. 96 96 95 9

8-12 9ý' 9 5 -
90 92s., 4i, 86

8:'. 851

4 si, 1  ~70
70-7t, - 7 ii 470i,, -

121 99 91 921 96 93 90 ,
i5 ,89 2"a

12-16s 90e 98 Ila,,38.87 8 i.,, 871 ass

iiiii Ii ,7 70
701 

7_________1____

r Peb!3- Apr.J20- June Is- Teb.3- Apr.20- June 15- Teb.3- Apr.20- June 5
Ap.9 ue 4July 25 Apr.19 June 14. July 25 Apr.19 Juue 14 July 25

142 .-. Jral Zooms Nceassar-
, 11111 L~c1 ooos Not Necessary



Table 16

RO•MED N,0. THAN A LITTiJ ANMOYANa WITH 30
BY PIEI.LDlW Of NXC.SSITY AN AMO11YMCE WIT BOONS ALT END) OF STUDY

Oklahoma City Are*

February-July 1964
PercentMiles Repo'r tinglFro= Local soome Necessr Local Boma Not Nec;_s 8ar

Track e'iA300

Total 8D-

515111111 "

40

228 2619.... • 22 . ..

0 2 - %%• 1 0 0

0-8 %

6 57 ,,%slagst

47•
80

4 -I32 34 27

22--.1 -23 27
12- 1 23- . •

8-12 ,

561#- ....-. a- .-"

40- '.6.

22"' 23 2

%% 0 0 0 Skloo" 0

12-16

%a,""
3

40 1.0%0•49842
32.8

_ 28 18

, i I
Jeb.3- Apr.20- June 15- IJab. 3- Apr.20- June 15-
Apr.19 June 14 July 25 Apr.19 June 14 July 25

33,.Total
-* Nox:nnoyed at Wn

33 castsessuaAnnoyad &I: End



2. Desires to Complain

Range in complaints: A respondent who feels the booms are necessary
also consistently iU less likely to want to complain. If he also says he is not
more than a little annoyed, in only 1% of the cases does he want to complain.
In contrast, if he feels local booms are not necessary and is annoyed, his
complaint potential rises from 28% to 41% at the final interview.

Distance areas: Differences by distance groups are much less than the
variations among attitude groups. If a person is annoyed and feels that local
booms are not necessary and lives in the distant areas, in 30% of the time he
wants to compla~ii, compared to 41% for the same type of person living in the
Sclose areas. Table 17 shows the relationship of the four attitude groups and
desires to complain (complaint potential).

Actual complaints: Only 4% of the annoyed who live in close areas and
felt the booms were necessary actually called the FAA, compared to 13% who
vere equally annoyed but did not feel the booms were necessary. Table 18 shows
the actual reported complaint behavior of these four attitude groups.

3. Long Range Adaptability

Range ir. adaptability: A person who feels local booms are necessary
even if annoyed, in at least 82% of the cases says he can live with the booms.In contrast, only 53% of annoyed persons who feel the local booms are not neces-
sary say they can adjust to the booms. Table 19 graphically describes the

changes in long range adaptability by these four groups.

Distance areas: In the 0-8 mile zone the range of these groups; is 79% vs.
49%. If not annoyed, 97% who feel local booms are necessary say they can ac-
cept booms compared to 87% of those equally not annoyed but who feel local
booms are not necessary. Note that the annoyed show a much sharper drop in
acceptance of booms. Again note that the differences by distance groups are
much less than the differences among attitude groups.

4. Reports of Damage

Range in dama.te reports: Those who feel local boons are necessary,
in every case, less often report damage. LikeW.e,. those who are not annoyed
less often report damage. The combination of the two favorable attitudes is
accompanied by the least amount of damage report&. Table 20 shows the strong
relationship between feelings of havir-g sustained da-age and inoyance with
booms and necessity of local booms.

Distance areas: In all cases, the close 0-8 mile group reports the most
damage and the distant 12-16 mile grcup, the least. For example, two-thirds of
those living in close areas who feel that local booms are not necessary and are
annoyed report some boom damage. In contrast only 20% report usmage although
living in the same areas but -ho feel local booms are- neceasar, and are not
annoyed.

Influence of public information: It is possible that a thorough public in-
formation campaign could better inform people about whet kinds of limited damage
booms can actually be expected to produce. Such awareness could greatly reduce
belief that booms cause damageand thereby, further reduce antagonism to booms.
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Table 17

CO-PIAM PG•- IAL FiOR BOON
BY FmELIS OF NECISSITY AND A0SAIC WITh B00N AT END OF STUDI

Oklahoma City Area
Percent February-July 1964

Miles Leocratlg B.oons. Necessary ,ocal .o•m Not Necessary
From
Track
Total 0-3,..,.,.,' .

28,L"%30

20- 21

6 6 9

43

04-..

0-8 40- It 1

s 7..'ai1
1 6 1e.sasaaa

43

34 • 33

25.
20- 18 2

12 lss't 8 10

7,w

'720 ..... 12 , ,, , i

8-12

20-

200

12-1.6
40-

- 72

O-. 3 -

. Apr.20- June 15- reb.3- Apr.20- Jumt 15'
Apr.19 June 14 July 25 Apr.1V Jnne 1•. July 2s

35 .. Ndt Aonoyed at &Al
,soss,,,Amnoyed at End-

____ ___ _ I ___



Table 18

ACTUAL COMPLAINTS ABOUT BOOMS
BY FEELINGS OF NECESSITY 0ND ANNOYANCE WITH BOOMS AT END OF STUDY

Oklahoma City Area

February-July 1964

Miles from Ground Track

Total* 0 - 8 8 - 12 12- 16

Feel Local Booms Necestarv

Total ... ...... 1% 2%1% 1%

Annoyed at end .... 2 4 0 0

'Not annoyed at end... 1 1 1 1

Feel Local Booms Not Necessarv

Total .......... 87. 10% 6% 27.

Annoyed at end..... 10 13 7 3

INct annoyed at end . . . 2 2 3 0

* I1cludes only persons idho feel people should complain if anuoyei.
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Table 19

tR4tTE ABILITY TO ACCEPTP EIGIM BOON In1 DAY

BY FEELING Of NECKS SIT! AND AMPOTANCE WIT! BOON AT END OF STUDY

Oklahoma City Area

mile PerentFebruary-July 
1964

From Reportiiig local Dooms Necessary Local Booms Not Necessary
Track9 _

oal 90 9 7 ,~~5g 95 - ý 93 9%
95 

875

70

50 "5 3

9 189

96 8
90 96 92

8775

70-70-9~

61

8-1 926, 97~
89 6 ~

04840, 77

75 69

Apr. 19Jn 4 Juy290r 9 Jn 1 uy2

37 - ..~~~I..NtAnyda n
89u.~noe 8tE2



Table 20

BY FRELIMS OF NECESSITY AND ANNOYA-E WITH BOOMS AT MEN OF STUDY
Oklao•ma City Area
February-July 1964

Percent
Reporti Local 3ooms Necessary Local Soome Not Necessarv

56 \6
0

50- 48 1

\45

0

299

200

0.0

I 0

\ %,
5%2

8_ -12 12-16 0-8 8-12 12-16
HKlem from Ground Track

Total
-sot Annoyed
~ Annoyed
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they actually contacted the FAA. In many ways they are the most intensely an-
noyed and disturbed group and their characteristics may be taken as typical of
the hard core of those who oppose the booms.

1. Reports of Damage

Damage and comEplainilng: About 86 percent of all complainers felt
they had sustained some damage to their personal property. In contrast, only
a third of the non-complainers felt this way. Moreover, 357. of the complainers
report rew damage during each separate interview compared to only 5% of the non-
complainers. These comparisons are shown in Table 21.

2. Long Range Acceptability

Fewer complainers adapt: Some complainers are not completely
hostile to eventual acceptance of the booms. Table 22 shows that almost 40% of
the complainers feel they might be able to eventually get along with boows.
Almost 707 felt this way-at the first interview but sub6equent experiencer of
alleged damage, changes in basic attitudez toward the booms, and changes in
boom intensity reduced this favorable percentage. About eight out of 10 non-
complainers end the study with the belief that they can live with the booms.

Night booas: The bottom of Table 22 presents some feelings about night
booms. In this study no actual night booms were scheduled, so the area did
not experience them. As part of the final questions (during the first inter-
view) asking about expectations of long range adaptability everyone was asked.
"And how about several civilian booms every night? Do you think you could very
likely learn to live with itt?" As can be seen in Table 22, only about a third
of the complainers who feel they can accept day booms feel they can also live
with night booms. Among non-complainers the percentage drops from 93% who
say they can accept day booms to 711 for night booms. These relationships are
in line with other studies that night disturbances which interfe-2 with sleep
are generally considered more serious than daytime disturbances. The levels of
response, however, must be cautiously evaluated, since the answers are not
based on actual experiences but are imagitative projections of beliefs. It is
possible that expectations would cbange over .time after actual interference with
sleep is experienced.

Some evidence on slep interference: Even in this study, as seen in Table
1 4, 18% reported some sleep interference and 17% rest interference. Such inter-

ference was found more than a little annoying by almost 80% of chose reporting
sleep interference. In contrast, only 57% who reported rattles and vibration
interference also reported more than a little annoyance. These are indications
that sleep interferencee may be regarded as more serious. The extent of annoy-
ance. and long range adaptability to night booms, however, will require more
direct research with. the actual situation..

3. Personal Characteristics

Finally, some of the personal characteristics of complainers, which
generally represent those of annoyed persons as well, are shown in Table 23.

-In general, complainers are middle-aged females, with older children and smaller
fanilies. They have somewhat more education and have higher incomes. They al-
so have a much greater general complaint potential, 54% vs. 25%-for non-com-
plainers. They less often feel the SST is even probably necessary,460 vs. 701
for non-complainers, and less often feel local booms are necessary, 19% vs. 58'.,.
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T-able 21

REPORTS OF DAMAGE
BY COMPIAINERS AnD NON-COMPIAINERS

Oklahoma City Area

February-July 1964

Number Reports

of Damage Complainers Non-Complainers

Number of respondents 113 2739

Thr .e .......... . 35% -57

T So...e . . . . . . . . . . 32 32

Hne. . . . . . . . . . . 19- 18
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Table 22

REPORTED ABIITY TO ACCEPT EIGHT BOOHS PER DAY AND SEVERAL BY NIGHT
BY COhPL&INERS AND NON-COMPIAINERS

Oklahoma City Area

February-July 1964

SCoavalners Non--2uy2sfJdrs
Feb. 3- Apr. 20- June 15- Feb. 3- Apr. 20- June 15,

..... .. hAr. 19 June 14 July 25 ALr. 19 Lune 14 jujZ 25

Eight per Day
Could not accept... 24% 49% 57% 5% 12% 17%
Don'tknow..,, 7 2 4 2 2
Could accept. . . . 69% 49% 39% 93q% 86% 80%

Very likely... , 40 .8 15 80 .6 62
Might. . . . . . . 29 21 24 13 17 18

Several by Niaht
Could not accept. . . 64% 21%
Don't know, . . ... 7 8
Could accept. . . . . 29% 71%

Very likely.... 13 4'
Might...... 16 23

II
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Table 23

SELECTED PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Oklahoma City Area

February-July 1964

Complainers Non-Complainers

Number of respondents 113 2739

Family Composition

Adults only ........ 50% 48%

Children over 6 . ..... 35 26

Children under 6. . . . .. 15 26

Size of F!mily

One person ......... 3a. 107.

Two-three . ........ 62 49

Four or more. ....... 35 41

Under 40 ......... 28% 38%

"40- 64 . . . . . . . . . . 53 40

65 or noze ......... 16 21

Age not given ....... 3 1

Sex
Yale , 267% 317.

Female. .......... 74 69

Education

Elementary school ..... 16% 23%

High school ........ 56 53

College . ...... 0 28 24

Income

Under $8000 ........ 65% 737.

$8000- 14,999. .... . . . 19 17

$15,000 or more. . . . . . 4 4

"Income not given. . . . . . 12 6
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~.S~~ emidn (ap n ~iwlc~eAtou C fijnU ii Haclos to Sonic tooms

List of gaps: A brief description of some of the remaining major gaps in
knowledge about coimmunity reactions to sonic-booms constitutes the final section
of this report. Four of the major unresolved issues requiring additional re-
search are:

1. The Effects of Nighttime Booms

No nighttime booms were expericnced by Oklahoma City in this study.
The limited daytime sleep interference reported in the findings suggests that
such interfereuce creates a serious reaction and should be studied more directly.

2. The Effects of Sonic Booms Above the Intensity of 1.5 PSF

Sonic booms in the final phase of this study actually averaged only
slightly above 1.5 PSF, although programmed at 2.0 PSF. It is not known whether
the SST, which will be heavier and larger than the Air Force planes flown in
this test series, will also generate booms as far below the prograined level as

• those experienced in Oklahoma City. Consequently, it may be desirable to test
• further public reactions to booms which actually measure closer to 2.0• OPS?.

S3. Effects of Time on Acceptability of Sonic Boofas

A clear cut test of the effects of time on sonic boom reactions was
not possible in this study. The intensity of the booms was increased over time
consequently combining the effects of time and intensity of the boom. The
effects of prolonged exposure to a constant sonic boom intensity should be
studied further.

4. Effects of An Optimm Public Information rogram

The important effects on acceptability of sonic booms have been shown
for the following attitudes: the importance of the SsT, the necessity of hav-
ing local booms, and the lack of damage caused by booms. The development of
these favorable attitudes or beliefs should be amenable to a vigorous public
information program and should be tested in a real cazpaign.
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